
Clicker Question 

Pressure changes 	

	

(A) more rapidly in the horizontal direction than in the vertical	

	

(B) more rapidly in the vertical direction than in the horizontal	

	

(C) at the same rate in the horizontal and vertical directions	

	


Set Frequency to "AD" 
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2 Basic Types of Weather Maps 
 
A.  Constant Height Map 

 • shows atmospheric pressure at a constant height 
 

 • example: sea level pressure map 
 
 
 
 

this is the 'constant' height 
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B. Constant Pressure Map 

 • shows heights at a constant pressure 
 

 • here, the height is the distance from  
   sea level to the pressure level 

 
 • example: 500 mb height map 
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Increase temperature of an air column	


500 mb 



Warmer column of air less dense	


500 mb 

500 mb 

Pcold = Pwarm	


- Surface pressure stays the same, but midpoint of column rises as air column warms 
 
- 500 mb height: 50% of atmospheric mass above and 50% below 
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Surface Pressure Map 

500-mb Chart 
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shows the height of a 
given pressure level  

(here 500 mb) 



trough ridge 



trough ridge 

cooler than normal temps  
associated with trough 

warmer than normal temps  
associated with ridge 


